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PM, RSS, bureaucracy aim to
‘mutilate’ Constitution: Rahul
Bengaluru
Congress
vice-president
Rahul Gandhi on Friday accused
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi of seeking
to subjugate various democratic institutions of the
country in collusion with the
RSS and the bureaucracy
with an aim to 'mutilate' its
Constitution.
"What is happening today
is the systematic capture of
India's democratic institutions by the prime minister,
by the bureaucracy and the
RSS....," said Rahul, adding "
... the aim is to mutilate the
Indian Constitution which
was given to us by Babasaheb Ambedkar. That is the
aim ..." Modi and RSS want
India to surrender its voice,
he said while inaugurating a
3-day B R Ambedkar International Conference organised
by the Karnataka government here. Rahul said India
lost its independence because
when Britishers stepped on
its soil and millions and millions of people kept quiet and
allowed them to do exactly
what they pleased as they
were powerful.
"And that is exactly what is
happening today. When the
journalist doesn't write

Social reformer Martin Luthar King III, Cong vice-prez Rahul Gandhi, Nobel laureate
Kailash Satyarthi, Karnataka CM Siddaramaiah with others during the inauguration
of Dr B R Ambedkar International Conference 2017 in Bengaluru on Friday PTI
about the violence (occurring) in front of her eyes,
when the judge is pressurised into giving a judgement ... that is exactly what is
happening," retorted Rahul.
"India's freedom was not
simply taken away by the
British. It was handed over to
them by some Indians ... we
lost our voice because we
surrendered it."
"And this is exactly what
Modi and RSS want. They
want India to surrender its

voice." Observing that there
were "two ways to rob people
of their voice" - either by
frightening them into submission or by shouting so
loudly that no one else can be
heard, Rahul said, "Narendra Modiji and the RSS are
doing exactly that."
"What is happening today
is the systematic capture of
India's democratic institutions by the Prime Minister,
by the bureaucracy and the
RSS....," he charged.

"Do not forget that every
single Indian will be robbed
of their voice, every single
Indian will be robbed of his
future. We must firstly keep
the firm grip on reality. We
must never ever allow them
to strangle it," he said.
Attacking Modi on demonetisation and for not listening to the farmers, Gandhi
said, "The emperor is completely naked, but nobody
around him has the courage
to tell it to him." PTI

Court orders de-sealing of suite in which Sunanda Pushkar died
New Delhi: A Delhi court on Friday
ordered de- sealing of a suite in a 5star hotel here where Congress leader
Shashi Tharoor's wife Sunanda
Pushkar was found dead in 2014.
Metropolitan Magistrate Pankaj
Sharma directed to unlock the suite
within four weeks from today and said
the hotel could not be put to unending
hardship due to laxity on part of the police.
The court, however, said that the

probe agency would be at liberty to visit the suite before filing of the compliance report in the court regarding desealing of the suite.
The police was also allowed to take
out the articles lying inside the suite
with due care for the purpose of investigation. The court noted that no offence was found on part of the hotel
and that no police official visited the
suite for last more than one year. The
hotel had submitted before the court
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SC asks CBI...
Tulsi alleged the original Excel sheet, related to the
scam, contained names of the chief minister, his wife
and others and the apex court, on December 15, last year,
had directed the agency to file CFSL report in the trial
court. Solicitor General Ranjit Kumar, appearing for the
CBI, vehemently countered the submissions saying the
CFSL report would be filed with the charge sheet.
"In view of the statement made to this court by the Solicitor General of India, we find no justification in retaining the instant matter any further. We therefore dispose of the instant matter with a clarification, that the
competent CBI court shall take its independent decision
on the afore-stated CFSL report, in consonance with law.
"We also consider it appropriate to direct, that the final
report as indicated above shall be submitted to the CBI
court concerned, on or before October 31," the bench
said. The apex court, which had transferred Vyapam
scam probe to CBI, on December 15, last year had noted
that the probe agency had sent "disputed Excel file (hard
disk and pendrive) for analysis to the CFSL at Hyderabad". The court on Friday said it would not "examine
the said report and comment on the veracity thereof"
and rather ask the trial court to deal with it "in accordance with law" when the probe agency files the same.
The Solicitor General said the CBI is bound to carry
out directions of this court including the order to submit the CFSL report before the competent court. He also
said the CFSL report would be appended to the final report and placed for consideration of the competent special CBI court. Earlier, the court had directed CBI to file
remaining over 30 charge sheets in connection with the
scam. The scam relates to alleged irregularities in the
Vyapam, which holds exams for positions like medical
officers, constables, teachers and auditors for government departments. The apex court had in July, 2015 ordered a CBI probe into all Vyapam scam cases and alleged deaths of people related to the scam. The Madhya
Pradesh government had given its consent to shifting of
the investigation from the Special Investigation Team
(SIT) and the Special Task Force (STF) to CBI. The multi-crore rupees professional examination scam, involves
several high-profile professionals, politicians and bureaucrats as accused. PTI

Bed-ridden man...
With alterations the final list of 34 accused was released
declaring that the accused were on the run and rewards
ranging from Rs 1,000 to Rs 5,000 were announced for their
arrest. One of the accused, who has reportedly been included to give credence to the involvement of drug smugglers in farmers' agitation, is Kamlesh Patidar. A case under NDPS Act had been registered against him in 2011.
However, he was acquitted of the charged by high court on
April 25, 2017. At present Kamlesh carried a reward of Rs
5000 for his arrest. Another question mark over the shoddy police action is related to an accused Ajay Sureshchandra Patidar of Narayangarh, who reported at Pipliyamandi police station on June 4 and July 2 and his presence was
marked in the police diary. Similarly Lachhiram Lohar of
Sanawada, another accused, has been reporting to the police as directed. Shockingly both these accused have been
declared absconding and Rs 5,000 reward has been declared on each of them. As if this was not enough an accused Pushkar Lal Sharma is already behind bars in district sub jail, Mandsaur from March 2017 and yet declared
absconding by the police and a reward announced for his
arrest! His name was removed later from the list.Newly
posted deputy inspector general of police Dharmendra
Chaudhary, on being asked about these bizarre cases, during his visit to Mandsaur, told Free Press that all cases
would be checked again.Mandsaur SP Manoj Kumar Singh
said following the release of the initial list there would be
amendments post investigation of each accused. Some
names would be removed from thelist and some would be
added. He said that Pushkar Lal Sharma's name has been
removed after investigation.

that locking of the suite would create
sanitary and cleanliness issues for it.
The police had said in its status report
that it was not able to reach a definitive
conclusion so far regarding cause of
Pushkar's death. The hotel had claimed
that due to the sealing of the suite,
which costs between Rs 55,000 and Rs
61,000 a night, it had suffered a loss of
over Rs 50 lakh in the last three years. It
claimed that a number of times, police
and forensic teams had visited the suite

GJM stir: WHC concerned about
DHR, damage to its stations
Darjeeling
The World Heritage Center(WHC) has expressed
concern over Darjeeling Himalayan Railway (DHR) in
view of the ongoing violence by GJM and may
bring it to the attention of
World Heritage Committee
when it meets next year.
It has already sent two letters to the Centre to verify
the nature and extent of the
damage caused to two stations of DHR by GJM supporters stations in the ongoing indefinite shutdown in
Darjeeling Hills, WHC director, Mechtild Rossler said.
The letters have also inquired about the overall
state of conservation of the
DHR, she said adding UNESCO is ready to provide assistance to India in its efforts
to safeguard this heritage".
The WHC is a coordinator
within UNESCO for all matters related to world heritage
and Darjeeling Himalayan
Railway, which was built between 1879-1881 and was declared a World Heritage Site

by the UN agency in 1999.
"Please let me assure you
that the UNESCO WHC is
following with concern the
outbreak of civil unrest in
Darjeeling Hill. We have received reports of arson attacks at the Ghayabari and
Sonada stations as well as of
an arson attempt at the
Elysia Building, all of which
are important elements of
the Darjeeling Himalayan
Railway (DHR), a component
part of the serial World Heritage property 'Mountain
Railways of India'," she said
in an e-mail. "... Should the
outstanding universal value
of the World Heritage property remain under threat,
the state of conservation of
the Mountain Railways of
India may be brought to the
attention of the World Heritage Committee at its 42nd
session in 2018," Rossler said.
Railways officials and tour
operators expressed concern
over the damage to DHR,
which is commonly known
as 'toy train' and is a major
attraction for tourists, in
the agitation.
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Judiciary Guns Carriage Factory, Jabalpur in the dock
open to have Fake Chinese spares
more women for indigenised Bofors
guns, says CBI FIR
judges: Centre
New Delhi

New Delhi

Judiciary is open to the
idea of having more
women as judges but reservation is not envisaged for
this purpose in the higher
judiciary, the government
said on Friday.
Responding to a question
in the Rajya Sabha, Law
Minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad said while the government has a limited role
in appointing members to
the higher judiciary, but
“we are not helpless” and
the Centre will keep sensitising the judiciary in regard to appointing more
women. Prasad said there
was no provision for reservation in the higher judiciary and hence it is not envisaged.
However, the government keeps sensitising
about the need for representation of minorities,
SCs, STs and women.
The Minister said there
was a need to make ‘more’
gender representation in
the higher judiciary and it
was not fair to say that
Supreme Court judges are
against gender justice.
“I have been minister
thrice ...and I have interacted with them (senior
judges), they are quite
open to the idea,” he said,
adding that he would convey the concerns to senior
judges on the issue.

China-made parts camouflaged as 'Made in Germany' found their way to
the production line of indigenised Bofors guns used by
the army, prompting the
CBI to file a case against a
Delhi-based company. Besides Sidh Sales Syndicate,
the CBI also registered a
case against unidentified officials of the Guns Carriage
Factory (GCF), Jabalpur,
under criminal conspiracy,
cheating and forgery for
supplying fake and cheap
China-made spares passing
off as Made in Germany for
Dhanush guns, the FIR alleged.
Dhanush is the indigenised version of the Bofors artillery guns which
performed exceedingly well
during the Kargil conflict in
1999. The CBI alleged that
the supplier entered into
criminal conspiracy with
the unidentified GCF officials to supply duplicate
spare parts (bearings) used
in the manufacture of
Dhanush guns.
"In furtherance of the said criminal conspiracy, unknown officials of GCF accepted the
Chinese
manufactured
'Wire Race Roller Bearings'
supplied by Sidh Sales Syndicate which were embossed as 'CRB-Made in
Germany'," the CBI said in
the FIR.
The agency said produc-

tion and performance of
the Dhanush gun is extremely crucial for India's
defence preparedness and
"wire race roller bearing"
is its vital component.
A tender was floated for
the procurement of four
such bearings according
to the Rothe Erde drawing
for 155 mm gun in which
four firms had participated. The order was given to
Sidh Sales Syndicate at
the value of Rs 35.38 lakh
in 2013, the FIR stated.
The order was further increased to six bearings at
the cost of Rs 53.07 lakh on
August 27, 2014.
The company supplied
two bearings each on three
occasions between April 7,
2014 and August 12, 2014.
The company submitted
'certificates in origin'
showing the bearings were
procured
from
CRB
Antriebstechnik,
Germany. They were also embossed with the label,
CRB-Made in Germany.
GCF tests showed that
the bearings were unacceptable due to deviations
in dimensions. The company provided clarifications and assured that in
case of non performance
of the bearing due to manufacturing defects, they
would replace the bearing
free of cost and take corrective action for future
supply. PTI

UP House passes
resolutions on
renaming two airports
Lucknow: The UP Assembly
on Friday adopted two resolutions on naming the civil
terminals of the Kanpur and
Bareilly airports after freedom fighter Ganesh Shanker
Vidyarthi and as Nath Nagri
respectively.
The resolutions, moved by
minister for civil aviation
Nand Gopal Gupta alias
Nandi, were passed by a
voice vote in the absence of
the opposition members,
who have been boycotting
the Assembly proceedings
since Friday. PTI

Uproar in RS over publication
of expunged remarks
New Delhi
The Rajya Sabha on Friday
saw uproar over broadcast
and publication of certain
expunged remarks of a
Samajwadi Party (SP)
member regarding Hindu
Gods, prompting Chairman Hamid Ansari to
promise that show cause
notices would be sent to a
TV channel and some
newspapers.
Ansari also promised to
look into the Opposition demand for privilege proceedings against certain media
houses for disseminating
the expunged remarks made
by SP leader Naresh Agraw-

al two days back during a
discussion on lynchings.
The issue was raised by
Agrawal himself, saying
certain remarks made by
him in the House were expunged by the Chair which
had also ordered against
publication or telecast of
those remarks.
Agrawal
alleged
that
members of BJP's youth
wing Bharatiya Janata
Yuva Morcha (BJYM) had
attacked and vandalised
his house in Delhi while a
ruling party worker filed
an FIR against him in
Meerut in connection with
these remarks. "Isn't this
lynching?" PTI

BJP MLA's gunner,
servant held for
sexual harassment
Lucknow: A ruling BJP
MLA's gunner and servant
were arrested on Friday for
alleged sexual harassment of
an 18-year-old at his official
residence in posh Hazratganj
area here, police said. The
incident occurred yesterday
at the official bungalow of
legislator Saurabh Srivastav
when he was not there. His
gunner Manoj Tiwari and
servant Sohan Lal allegedly
sexually harassed the girl
and tried to extort money
from her. PTI

Miscreants hurl
bombs in bank,
loot Rs 4 lakh,
injure many
Jalaun (UP)
Two staff members of
a bank and some customers were injured
when
miscreants
hurled country-made
bombs and looted Rs 4
lakh from the bank in
Orai Kotwali area here
on Friday. Two miscreants barged into bank
after hurling the bomb
outside, they said. According to the Branch
Manager, the Central
Bank of India branch in
Gandhi College in Rajendra Nagar locality
Sanjay, the duo also
threw two countrymade bombs inside the
bank, resulting in pellet
injuries to two staff
members and some customers.
Police said
they are investigating
the matter. Superintendent of Police A P
Singh said the CCTV
footage is being examined and arrests will
be made soon. PTI
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